To date, we have convened a series of internal and external working groups in order
to determine how best to incorporate principles of international humanitarian law
into our content policies. We hope to use the first part of today’s Content Standards
Forum to discuss, and get input on, the work we’ve done to date so that we can
develop a recommendation and more clearly delineate next steps.
There is overwhelming consensus – internally and externally – that we should expand
our policy to account for war crimes and crimes against humanity. There is less
certainty on the specific evidentiary basis that would warrant such action.
Before we open it up for discussion, we also want to note that whatever we do here
will be a first step, and that we will continue to iterate on our policies.
Discussion
An option that leans on the evidence put forth by international institutions (e.g. ICC,
UN fact-finding missions) means that:
•
We would be relying on advisory standards that are not universally recognized
– and in some cases, are subject to criticism (e.g. The Goldstone Report);
•
We are bound to a system that is slow and therefore is not responsive to

•

developing situations around the world; and
We risk inconsistency in the evidentiary standard we require since UN FactFinding Missions present their findings and recommendations based on a
“reasonable belief” standard, whereas the ICC bases its decision on “clear and
convincing evidence / beyond a reasonable doubt.

As an alternative, we could consider approaching this the way we do designations of
dangerous organizations and individuals. Those are designations that we make on our
own subject to a rigorous process that we have refined with input from external
experts. If we go down this route, we avoid endorsement of international institutions
and the evidence they put forth.
There were a few external experts that endorsed the idea of us coming up with our
own own internal process, criteria and standards to designate and remove
representation of actors responsible for international crimes. But, for the most part,
that was the minority view and most of the external stakeholders we spoke to
recommended that we lean on external sources of information that are
internationally recognized and respected (i.e. reports by UN-mandated Fact Finding
Missions and Commissions of Inquiry as well as independent local and international
NGOs).
As work on this policy proposal continues, not only must we work to address the
current disparity between state and non-state actors, but we also need to account for
the way different people and groups around the world are using our platform. In
Myanmar, for example, we don’t always see clear hate speech violations; instead, we
see hateful speech propagated over time and by networks of bad actors.
As we said at the beginning of this discussion, the policy recommendation that we
ultimately arrive on will be the first of a series of actions. The heads up that we’re
going to discuss next is something that has come up in our working group discussions
– how should we treat accusations of violations of international humanitarian law.
Underlying all of this work is the work we are doing to better understand how
dangerous speech by state actors may be seen as a precursor to on-the-ground crises
and violence. We will plan to continue this discussion in internal and external working
groups, and will reconvene with a specific policy recommendation once we’ve done
more research and due diligence.
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